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Using pictures and other clips from the Minions, Minion Me 2 is an unofficial "Despicable Me" game, but still has some nice surprises
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The Ling Zhi mushroom, also known as Reishi mushroom, is commonly used as a natural medicine in Asia and across the globe
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Equally disturbing is the fact that a senator took time away from her job in congress to travel and assist her dad in campaigning
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Money changers in Australia operate in a free market, and charge a range of flat commissions, percentage fees, undisclosed fees built into the exchange rate, or a combination of all three
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When configuring a complex RAID10 array, you must specify the number of replicas of each data block that are required
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“Judging from the speed he consumes them with, one day he will overdose on the stuff you sell here like cocaine.” Charles teases, but is not going to put too much thought into this
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This profound racial division poses a barrier to organizing efforts that seek to take full advantage of all the local resources available in the community.
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As noted above, they could interact by decreasing conversion of venlafaxine to desvenlafaxine, which would perhaps reduce effectiveness of venlafaxine.
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The person will also do whatever he is told—go to an ATM and give someone all the money in his account, for example.
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The initial effort yielded a long, unwieldy research questionnaire, one that included the pet questions of everyone involved in drafting the survey.
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Images of diseased mouths are often used in anti-drug campaigns.
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Working in a (Canadian) pharmacy, I'm fairly certain strips are where the manufacturers get their money from
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The first two samples were analyzed by NSF International, while the third was tested at the Netherlands's National Institute for Public Health
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